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On-Site Training for the Color Control System
Get the most out of your investment. The Color Control System is designed to
minimize your waste, maximize your quality, and provide a consistent press run.
All to help you generate more profits for your business.
QuadTech’s product trainers, often referred to as field trainers, are former printers
whose education and experience make them well-suited for the role. The product trainer is experienced in putting ink on paper and is capable of distinguishing between process and production issues related to your press.
In addition to training you on the Color Control System, they are capable of
working with you in many functional areas, including management, plate room,
pre-press, quality control and color management.

why does QuadTech recommend a product trainer for the Color Control System?
During the commissioning of your equipment, our field service technician provides you with an introductory training on the Color Control System. This training
covers automatic operation, a general overview of the operator screens and print run set up, and basic maintenance procedures.
But that is just the beginning. The process of putting ink on paper is complicated and can be affected by many variables like ink/water balance, paper characteristics, and dot gain. Our product trainers, through personal experience, know how these variables can affect the printing process. They will teach you how to use
the Color Control System to recognize and work with these variables.

when does the product trainer conduct on-site training?
Timing is everything! The product trainer arrives approximately 2-3 weeks after all equipment has been commissioned and the operators have had a chance to
familiarize themselves with the press.
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what does the product trainer do on-site?
Conduct complete operator training. The product trainer will show you how to maximize makeready capabilities, create standardized templates, and explain
how to make the press run better based on information from the Color Control System. The key focus is to help you customize set ups for the type of work
you do.
Optimize the Color Control System to your application. Not all companies run the same type of work. Materials change from job to job. These factors require
target templates that are appropriate. The product trainer will observe print runs and use their expertise to fine-tune the setting on the Color Control System
to your specific needs.
Teach you how to interpret the information provided by the Color Control System. This is where your training investment really pays off. The Color Control System
controls inking systems but that does not limit its usefulness as a tool to help pinpoint problems. The Color Control System has numerous ways to indicate
when something is wrong with certain press processes. With proper training, you can use that information to troubleshoot issues like ink and water ramp ups,
roller settings, ink coverage settings, tension, and other variables that might affect color control.
Work with your plate room personnel. Frequently, the product trainer will work with the plate room to develop methods that will help the press and the Color
Control System perform optimally.
Train you on accompanying QuadTech products on the ICON platform. When you purchase additional QuadTech press controls with your Color Control System
on the ICON platform, such as the Register Guidance System, the Ribbon Control System, or Data Central, the product trainer will train you on these systems
with the same level of expertise.
Train you on gray balance concepts if you have purchased Instrument Flight®. The product trainer attends training at System Brunner’s headquarters. QuadTech
makes that investment so that the product trainer has a solid understanding of gray balance concepts that they can share with you.

Contact your Sales Representative or the Training
Department at 414-566-7500 for more information.
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